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MR. SPEAKER, 

It is a stimulating experience to participate in the 
great changes which are occurring in the daily lives of the 
people of Ontario. Not the least of these changes are those 
Pecurrinpewilnin the basic political structure of our province. 

During the last Session of the House, legislation 
was approved to consolidate into larger, more efficient units 
f@ueamore than 1500 boards of education of this province. That 
consolidation becomes effective on January lst. I join with 
my colleagues in the Government in expressing our appreciation 
to all who are participating in the work of establishing these 
Reeser suis Of School administration. This work is going 
very smoothly. The result will be an enormously strengthened 
and more equally-distributed system of education. 

Mr. Speaker, I recall with satisfaction the honour 
IT had in this House in April of 1966 of introducing the policy 
of the Government of Ontario on Regional Development. That 
policy statement, known as “Design for Development", set forth 
the plans of the Government to achieve for all economic regions 
of the province an equitable share in a purposeful provincial 
development program. 

Much has been accomplished since “Design for Develop- 
ment" was outlined to this House. The greatest change, in my 
Opinion, has been in the degree of acceptance by the public 
angel Ocal oli icials of regional! activities and regional planning, 
as opposed to purely local or parochial activities and planning. 



I was interested to read in a recent report of the Erie Region 
Economic Council the results of a questionnaire the Council 
had drawn up to eather Serasssroots. sopilm ongon regione! 
development. Based on the questionnaire and subsequent 
discussion at a series of meetings throughout the region, the 
Erie Heonomice Council canemuonsUciEconclUSslONncmesmulcsesapOuYy 
wereacs rootcueaty Noudes. 

--There is a general realization that society is 
actuallyelivineeOnea repr one yocalemnon. 

--There is a genuine willingness to study develop- 
mental problems objectively; 

--That sharing of assessment and dormitory expenditures 
will bring about regional thinking and budgeting 
faster than any other single influence; 

--That urban areas should not be separated from the 
rural areas surrounding them; and, 

--That annexation as an adjustment factor in territory 
ifs Tope” ALWANMibetel AEH ererelenic 

May I say that the Regional Development Councils are 
doing an excellent job in the essential task of communicating 
to the Government the requirements of the people of their 
region. 

For some time, Mr. Speaker, the Government of Ontario 
has been engaged in planning a closer,relationship of regional 
economic development and the structure of local government. 
We have been moving forward on two fronts: the analysis of 
regional economic development, as outlined in “Design for 
Development", and through the local government reviews under- 
taken inevaerilous pants “of sihew provinces eyvmale.moOlsCOUTSC:, 
inter-related. We have now reached the point where both must 
be carried forward together sain conceru Wi cvamove snovnem ys in 
ey fslalialsalici ye Bbgialia aevel jeyedbatienire 

I should like at thisvtimes to -outinne slostiesonoursbils 

Members what we have achieved to date and what we see as the 

task in the years immediately ahead. 

In "Design for Development", the Government set out 
a number of “guiding principles for regionalweconomic devel op- 
ment which bear continuing consideration by this House and 
which form the foundation of what we are now doing. 
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The objectives of regional development are the 
"provision of the best possible environment for our people" 
and the “creation and maintenance of an atmosphere which will 
encourage economic growth and development throughout the province". 
iipsomstacing, she Government) emphasized that 1tvhas the 
Cesvponcmol lity. vOmcarry OubLland=cive direction to regional Land 
use and economic development planning. These were spelled 
out in three principles which the Government considers to be 
essential to regional economic development: 

ore 

First, the Government accepts the responsibility olf 
Purdinewrencourar i npeand assistangeviesorderly andy rational | 
development of the province. es 

Second, the efforts of the Government should be 
complementary to the private sector of the economy in helping 
to create an atmosphere for growth and development. 

iMiv~d spokuctes musteabeacasttinethe mould’ of Ontario's 
condwetons and novrsimply borrowed from other jurisdictions 
where fundamental characteristics and institutions may differ. 

Further, “Design for Development" states that the 
regional plans and priorities of the government should con- 
tribute to the total environmental development and economic 
performance of the province. 

Mr. Speaker, as I have stated in this House on other 
occasions, we are determined to produce guidelines for our 
melons so shat both the public and private decisions which 
affect our development can have realistic relationships to one 
another. 

The Government of Ontario has pursued the objectives 
of "Design for Development" with vigour. The Government has 
eocouratedseach sregzion of Ontario sto -achteve sits social and 
economic potential within the overall frame-work of the 
province. The Government has encouraged the care and 
conservation of our natural environment. The Government has 
achieved greater efficiency and effectiveness in its service 
Gomune people, of Ontario through closer co-ordination of 
departmental activities. 

Since “Design for Development" was announced, the 
regional development program has moved forward rapidly. The 
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first task was¥ bo, bring. tocevnersan 1 nVenlomy sOlecile tie 
programs, policies and information of the various departments 
of the Government which would be of value in an emerging regional 
program. This was completed in 1967. The next task was the 
evaluation and projection of detailed basic economic trends 
of each region in the province. This is now being completed. 

Our analysis of the basic trends throughout the 
province has led us to group our regional potentials = into 
three categories. One category will be that of a region of 
self-sustained growth, where the major problems are those 
of urban expansion. “The®second! will be serecion of “ineonsistent 
or fluctuating growth, where some assistance may be necessary 
in order that the region may achieve ts full potential. “The 
third category is that’ of slow growth where major assistance 
may be necessary if the region is to achieve its full potential. 

While this research and evaluation has been carried 
out within the Regional Development Branch of the Department 
of Treasury and Economics, the regional development program has 
involved many other activities, all leading to the formulation 
of plans for economic growth in-each region of the province. 
These activities have resulted directly from the measures 
announced in “Design for Development". 

As an example, the Cabinet Committee on Policy 
Development is dealing with the relationship between regional 
development policy and the establishment of regional governments. 
The Advisory Committee on Regional Development has met 
frequently this year and has before it a wide variety of regional 
programs put forward by departments of government which heve 
regional interests. 

These include the Master Tourist Plan of the province 
being sunderttakens by the bepartment rome oun Potwadam norman ad Olr; 
the review of the recommendations of the Goals Plan of the 
Metropolitan Toronto and Region Transportation Study, which 
is now being conducted by a special sub-committee chaired by 
the Director of the Regional Development Branch; and the special 
study on the future development of the Niagara Escarpment, which 
is now before the government. A large part of the Committee's 
time has been spent discussing the strategies to be followed 
in developing regional plans and in co-ordinating these plans 
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WetuMe the res ional activities of the Various povernmental 
departments and agencies. 

The Regional Development Councils have been an integral 
bart of the planning process and are now submitting to. the 
government their own proposals for a strategy of development 
WerllimuMet tT OWN ree )lous —LOLCOVer tne nNextative years. 

Along with the intensive research taking place 
within the Regional Development Branch, the university 
research program in regional development is now bearing fruit. 
ieespecy tap belore thie end of this Session, the Honourable 
Members widl have an opportunity to see the results of some 
of the studies conducted by 14 universities. In addition to 
this, I am sure that the Members will be pleased to know that 
pie Heonomic Atlas of Ontario, which is the most complex 
Publishing project ever Undertaken by the University of Toronto 
Press, will be released in a few months' time. 

tie co-oTrdinavion of the regional actavities of 
Verlous departments and agencies in the field is also progress- 
mie. lhe regicnal advisory boards of civil servants have been 
meeting regularly in each of the ten economic regions and, 
like the Regional Development Councils, the advisory boards 
have prepared their own views about the course development 
should take in their regions during the next five years. 

Porg@ited by the results of Uhnese activities, the 
Pevernment will begin within weeks the formulation of actual 
plans for the regional development program. Work has already 
begun in three regions: Northwestern Ontario, where 2 special 
ARDA regional development program is being carried out; the 
Peete) Ontario Begion, which has had the benefit of the MTARTS 
study; and the Mid-Western Ontario Region, which was selected 
by the Regional Development Branch for a pilot approach to 
Peeronal planning. 

Iie a itst stave Wil becmpiasize=scolutions to problems 
Gee cconomrc and social nature. The second stage will deal 
with the improved use of our natural environment. From these 
Dlerewwol! come tarcets Tor broad use Of our land, the character 
Sem WoumurOt economic aclivity in each repion and recommendations 
[erences el. e6C LI Veni ipl cmentavion of régional programs by. 
both provincial and local departments and agencies. 
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Since’ Ontario is! becoming Increasimelyean urban 
society, with the largest proportion@or ours people ivinge in 
urban areas and many others employed in urban areas, I believe 
we shall be seeking many of our solutions in the urban centres. 
A-substantial share of the potential, of allerecionsr ot the 
province will “be providedmby the UrbanecenUtre cm elcm Or Ulic 
challenges in establishing our regional development plans will 
be to select those urban centres--both large and small--which 
will be appropriate growth points for the type of region in 
which the centres se locaved, 

Having reached this stage, Mr. Speaker, we have brought 
together two separate streams of government action: those 
dealing with regional economic development and those dealing 
with the structure of local government throughout Ontario. 
Il am sure you will agree thatethe delinesr ongcteres4 onal 
government areas will, in all likelihood, be centred around 
these urban centred growth points. 

In “Design for Development" it is clearly stated 
that the implementation of the regional development policy of 
the government could lay the groundwork for changes in area 
government which might be considered appropriate. As I have 
said, Mr. Speaker, that moment has come. Regional government 
and a regional development program are closely associated. 
We believe that in Ontario we must have strong local government 
coupled with a meaningful regional economic progran. 

We have been discussing these matters in terms of 
phases and stages, perhaps we might well consider that we are 
now embarking on “Phase Two of Design for Development". 

You will recall, Mr. Speaker, that in the recent 
Speech from the Throne, His Honour, the Lieutenant Governor, 
stated that “among the measures to be placed before the 
Honourable Members will be proposals to institute regional 
sovernment in Various areas ol tie orovinceainietemsunicrent 
study has been completed". 

The rationalization OL sOuUres Um cuune sot CCal 
government has occupied the attention of the Government for 
some time. AS our province #i@is=become; more and more urbanized, 
it had become increasingly apparent that the mechanism of 
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several hundreds of small municipalities has become an 
inadequate means of meeting the requirements of the people 
ef Ontario in the second half of this century. We envisage 
in the restructuring of municipal government on a regional 
basis that there will be an accompanying significant reduction 
in the total number of municipalities now existing in Ontario. 

In recent years we have received and considered the Report 
of the Select Committee on The Municipal Act and Related Acts 
(The Beckett Report), the Report of the Ontario Committee on 
Taxation ( Smith Committee ) and the advice of the Select 
Committee which considered the recommendations of the Committee 
on Taxation (White Committee). The need for larger units of 
local government was expressed in each. In the case of the 
Smith Committee and the subsequent Select Committee Report, 
it was emphasized that the restructuring of municipal 
financing can achieve maximum benefit only if, at the same 
time, we can achieve a more rational approach to the numbers 
and size of local governments. Indeed, both Committees made 
[mc rconmeunal the rerorm ot municipal financing and the 
municipal structure are required if we are to overcome the 
basic problems of local governments. 

iimeourmeDlannimoOerOoreres onal fovernments, we can 
draw upon the considerable advice and expertise resulting 
from the local government reviews ordered by the government 
in recent years and the detailed work of the Metropolitan 
Poronvoseand nice ronal Transportation Study. We can draw upon 
the experience in Metropolitan Toronto where, since 1954, we 
have had one of the most successful forms of local government 
in operation anywhere. We can draw upon the experience of the 
new Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton, which is the 
first of what can be described as a true regional government. 

As I have indicated, there is also: a wide public 
acceptance of the need for governmental responsibility on a 
Pewonsuebacts. — Almost everyeconterence in recent months 
related to our current urban challenges has suggested that a 
mejor barrier to municipal solutions is the fragmentation of 
our municipal structure. 

Tieevas ic aimneomeune Coverimenarin arriving at the 
policy of establishing regional governments is to make local 
government as strong and meaningful as possible. As our 
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society becomes more complex, the people of Ontario to whom 
governments are responsible must be able to participate in the 
decisions and direction of thelrerovernment. sl wouT mune: pal 
partners are unable to cope with the problems they face because 
of their small “size, dimitedwiimancust resources m Gm oat by 
to provide the’ services which eal eresidents ots entrar) snould 

expect, participation, becomesm@mecaningless. 

British journalist Alistair Gooke emphasized the 
Situation recently when he said the “breakdown in society comes 
when people cannot recognize any public obligations beyond 
their family". Surely we must ensure that the people of 
Ontario have an OpportUnUGy 60 panic ups Vem (me Colts =O 

government which are large enough to be meaningful and which 
will have a resource base sufficient To their mesponsibilities:. 
We have the opportunity to avoid the troubles of the cities to 
our south. We have the opportunity to provide for the people 
of Ontario horizons Of ‘such breadth eraateawpeGconmws imei cel 
anvobligation to his community  beyondenis ebireatron Toriis 
family. Indeed, we must provide a framework within which he 
Will be-eagéer to participate inthe turntherestrenstniening of 
local government. 

Having established that regional governments are the 
best means so far designed to achieve This aim, 2 can assure 
the Honourable Members that the Government will move toward 
the implementation of our Objective asrourelity sas poser ple. 

In establishing a series of, regional governments, 
the Government of Ontario has establishedmspeciric sulidelines. 
The Government accepts the five criteria for regional govern- 
ment set out by the Ontario Committee on Taxation. They are: 

--2 region should exhibit a sense of community; 

--a region should have a balance of interests; 

~-there must be an adequate financial base; 

--the region should be large enough so that local 
responsibilities can be performed efficiently; and, 

--regional boundaries shouid make possible maximum 
co-operation between regions. 

To these criteria put forward by the Smith Committee, 
the Government has added three others of immense importance. 



Horst, we snall seekicommunity participation win the, formation 
of regional governments and, where possible, we shall strive 
to achieve community acceptability of the proposal. Second, 

we shall seek to have the new regional boundaries, or 
Boubinablilons of them, usable by other institutions. And third, 
we propose that in cases where there are to be two tiers of 
government within a region, the smaller units would be 
designed using the same criteria used at the regional level. 

In announcing the policy of the government to establish 
eesceries Of Teplonal sovernments: across Ontario, I should like 
to emphasize that we do not propose to put regional governments 
iavOme nieC bee lweoahy Sor OlmONLar Oral Onemlime.: "hes specch 
from the Throne indicated that they will be established first 
mmeebhnose areas where sufficient study has been completed. 
For example, the Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton 
becomes effective on January lst, 1969. Other local government 
studies héve been completed or are nearing completion. Basically, 
Wee snall= establish regional governments, on the basis of» priority 
Omeneca. Ace one looks: about the province 10 is apparent that 
not all areas are in urgent need of immediate regional govern- 
ment. We shall respond first where the present structure of 
local government is obviously not adequate to meet existing 
change. 

At the next opportunity during the Debate of the 
Reply to the Speech from the Throne, the Honourable Minister 
iene oma ees toirs wil Peoutline a scheduleror proposals for 
the establishment of regional governments. He will also deal 
further and in some detail with rationale which will be used 
in deciding where and how a regional government will be 
established. 

Vie opCaker, An my auscussions, today 1 Nave been 
fenerring primarily to whe requirements of Southern Ontario. 
im doinz so, 1 am also mindful of the pressing needs of the 
people of Northern Ontario. As the Honourable Members are 
aware, during the tour of Northwestern Ontario by Members of 
the Legislature in September, I announced that an Inter- 
Departmental Committee had been established to examine 
wovenoument av tne district. Vevel in Northern Ontario. We 
expect to have the Committee's report by mid-1969 and will 

procceimouickly Withe the formulation of policy. The Minister 
Of Munieipal Attairs Will have more to say’ on some specific 
structures of government in Northern Ontario when he takes 
Derby chis Debate. 
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The primary responsibility for carny ine souls thesprograms of 
regional government will rest with the Minister of Municipal 
Affairs. He and his Departmentb will workeclosely wiuneine 
Policy Development Committee of Cabinet which, appropriately, 
resulted from “Design for Development". Through the Policy 
Development Committee we shall achieve close co-ordination of 
the regional government plans of the Department of Municipal 
Affairs, the program of regional economic development, the 
overall program of provincial development administered by the 
Department of Treasury and Economics, and the related programs 
of other Departments. 

Mr. Speaker, we are participating in an exciting 
and stimulating period in the history of Ontario. The re- 
structuring of our entire system of local government through a 
system of regional governments, the consolidation of our school 
districts, the program of regional economic development, and 
rationalization of our provincial-municipal system of taxation 
is a tribute to the people of Ontario.  WTheseware ald inter 
related and must be carried forward together. The people of 
Ontario recognize this and, I am confident, are prepared to 
accept the substantial challenge of accomplishing all of these 
tasks simultaneously. 

We have* embarked upon the ereaves vp restructuming, of 
local government in the history of this province. Indeed, we 
shall be altering a system of municipal government begun by 
Governor John Graves Simcoe in 1792. The establishment of 

regional government will be as major a change in our day as 
was The Baldwin Act of 1849 which set up the basic municipal 
structure we now know. 

Mr. Speaker, we must succeed in what we have set out 
to accomplish if we are to meet the aspirations and considerable 
potential of the people of Ontario, novvonlymaorsvoday but for 
many decades in the future. Mr. Speaker, I am confident that 
we shall. 

KHKEKKK 
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Statement 

by the 

Honourable W. Darcy McKeough 

December 2, 1968 

Mineo DCAk Ci uml ome lCmanmehl1 SCOml Cmte lcm i Ole Local 
government in Ontario. This Province is embarking on a program 
which will recast and reform our entire municipal system ina 
way more fundamental than any ever attempted since the present 
system was organized. Indeed, Mr. Speaker, I think that the 
future observers will look back and say that Local Government 
in Ontario was established in 1849 and re-established in 1968. 

Let me briefly restate the main point in the Prime 
Minister's statement so there will be no misunderstanding here, 

or outside this House. The Government of Ontario has accepted 
the objective of regionalization of Municipal Government in 
Ontario, and will move toward the implementation of this 
objective as quickly as possible. I shall have more to say 
about the schedule of implementation later on. 

As the Prime Minister has said, we will use several 

criteria as our guidelines in designing regional governments. 
Five of these criteria have been spelled out in the report of 
the Ontario Committee on Taxation, and we accept these as 
entirely valid. For the record, let me say that the criteria 
suggested by the Ontario Committee on Taxation, and accepted 
by this Government are: 

One - A region should exhibit a sense of community 
identity based on sociological characteristics, economics, 
geography and history; 

Two - A region should have a balance of interests so 
that no one group or interest can completely dominate the region; 

Three - There must be a financial base adequate to 
Carry out regional programs at a satisfactory level; 

Four - The Region should be large enough so that 
local responsibilities can be performed efficiently by taking 
advantage of economies of scale; and 

Five - Regional boundaries should facilitate maximum 
interregional co-operation. 
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We accept these criteria as part of our guidelines for the design 

of regional governments. 

However, we have also adopted three additional criteria. The first 
of these is community participation and, where possible, community 
acceptability. This does not mean that any municipality will have a 
veto over regional government proposals in its area. What we do want 

is participation by all communities in an area in the discussions lead- 

ing to the formation of a regional government. 

While we, in this House, must accept finalwresponsibility for any 
regional government legislation, we will work with communities in develop- 
ing specific proposals. This important criterion was implicitly recogs 
nized by the Select Committee on the Smith Report when it said: "We think 
that every opportunity should be given to local initiative, experience; 
and wisdom in establishing new regional governments". 

The second additional criterion is that the new regional government 
boundaries should be usable by other institutions in the regional admin- 
istration of their programs. We have two types of institutions in mind. 
The first includes Provincial Departments and Agencies; the second - local 

Mnattess Orweducation. 

As pointed out many times in this House, especially in the white 
paper "Design for Development", there are a multitude of varying over- 
lapping and unco-ordinated boundaries being used by different Provincial 
Departments for regional administration purposes. We hope that the new 
regional government boundaries will provide all Government Departments 
and Agencies with a set of rational, economically sound, "building blocks” 
which they can use in drawing up their administrative boundaries. 

Some Departments and Agencies may not want to have the same number 
of administrative or planning regions as we expect to have regional govern- 
ments. A recent study, supported by the Regional Development Branch of 

the Department of Treasury and Economics, suggested that most departments 

used between five and fifteen regions in their work. Nowhere are the 
varying needs of the Government Departments and Agencies more important 
than in the relationship of local governments to the Province's regional 
development program. 

You will remember that one of the points in "Design for Development" 
was that the Government would be moving towards the establishment of 
more uniform administrative regions for governmental purposes. As the 
Prime Minister said in his statement, the key to the relationship between 
the two programs as the use’ by both “of urban-centredmregions. 

For economic development and planning purposes, the Province need 
only be divided into a small number of regions -— at present, of coureer 
there are ten economic regions -- but these regions will be composed 
of two or more Regional Government areas. 

ime second type of institution is) thew loca meunieeor sedluca tc. On mia 
to now, County boundaries have been the basic format for the re-organie 
zation ot school boards. It 1s cum ain eandeclia two CmecicmOe Da btme nena 
Education, that as new Regional Governments are formed, we will attempt 3 
to design them so that they and the school authorities will be co-terminoug, 
or will have co-terminous outer boundaries. 
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The third and final additional criterion we propose is this —-- 
IN@edses wicre therneraresto be two tiers of Government within a region, 
both tiers should be designed with the same criteria. 

The implications of adopting this could be far-reaching. Accepting 
this approach means that Regional Government is not simply a strengthen- 
INndweoe tie,exi1sting County-Local Municipality system, nor is it’ the 
Superimposing of a new tier of Regional Government upon the existing local 
municipal structure. Rather, we are saying that the region and the 
Subordinate Local Municipalities must be designed together using the same 
guidelines. 

Mises opeacer, 1 would now like” to discuss briefly a few of the 
Salient characteristics which our new Regional Governments will exhibit. 
I shall do this by describing Regional Government characteristics under 
four headings: - 

ie ebne* Size, 

ZC Oa pe, 

Cee ee rnternal Structure, and 

ee LC oCl tat Olson Regionals Governing Bodies. 

SIZE 

The Ontario Committee on Taxation observed that the size of a 
Regional Government should be the result of the interplay of two factors, -- 
service and access. 

On the service side the major determinant of size is the population 
base needed to carry out effective local government programs. Our 

experience and discussions with other Departments and with Municipalities 
Suggesusconclusively that a minimum regional population of from 150,000 
LOwesUuRUO0NISsrequired for the efficient provision of most local services. 

Access is described by the Ontario Committee on Taxation in the 
following terms: "The most widespread participation possible on the 
pabieom@eatineOr virtually all; “individual citizens ... in terms of 

Capacity to influence public policy decisions and to enforce responsive 
and responsible administration". 

Obviously, access becomes virtually impossible in many rural and 
northern areas if we adhere rigidly to our minimum desirable population 
figures -- areas would be so large that individual access to regional 
decision-making would be meaningless. To this extent, our Regional 
Governments will show variation in population and size. 

However -- and I wish to emphasize this -- our objective is a set 
of Regional Governments with a population of at least 150,000 to 200,000. 
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If we adopt a similar line of reasoning for the lower tier ina 
two-tier system of Regional Government, I suggest that the minimum 
population of local municipalities in a region should be from 8,000 
EOn1L 07.00.07 

SHAPE 

The shape of a Regional Government will depend ultimately on the 
nature of the area we define as appropriate for Regional Government 
purposes. 

The definition of the appropriate regional complex entails some 
significant decisions. Most important, should we, as implied in the 
Smith Report, sharply distinguish between rural and urban areas or 
should we try to combine rural and urban within one region? 

The Government proposes that Regional Government must be viewed 
in terms of the urban-centred region. By this I mean that the region 
will cover the major urban centres and the surrounding areas which 
together share social, economic and physical services. 

We accept this definition of the Region. The old distinction 
between urban and rural interests is breaking down -- rural and urban 
attitudes are moving closer together all the time. In earlier times 
when transportation was primitive and economic activity was ona 
small scale, we could think of Ontario as a series of small self- 

contained communities divided into two identifiable societies, -- 

city and country. Each of these societies had its own values and 
aims. 

Now, however, we are one society where some live in big 

communities and others live in towns, villages or rural areas. But 
our aims -- the education we seek for our children and the services 
we expect from our Governments -- in other words, -- the quality of 
life we all strive for -- is not so different regardless of the 
type of community we live in. 

Another reason for accepting the urban-centred region is a trend 

which I have already mentioned. There is a great common sharing of 
services between rural and urban Ontario. I refer to a sharing Olja 
services not only at the municipal level, but also hospitals, schools, 
commercial services, employment and a variety of other activities. 

Because of this emerging community of interest, the shape our 
Regional Governments will take covers the urban centre and its 
rural hinterland, both of which are, in fact, mutually interdependemes 

INTERNAL STRUCTURE 

When we turn to the internal structure of our new Regional 

Government, one question-is paramount -- one-tier or two-tier 

regions? 



One-tier Regional Government means that a region will 
have its municipal services administered by one municipality 
covering the entire region. Two-tier Regional Government will 
divide municipal functional responsibilities between two levels 
OreLocal Government -—- a Regional Municipality and a group of 
smaller local municipalities. 

It is, Mr. Speaker, our decision that judgments 
respecting the question of one or two-tier Regional Governments 
must be made on an individual Regional basis following detailed 
study and consultation in each area. 

When we make this decision in each area it will be 

based on the following factors: 

=P Cit INS ONS9eSGs. Secale = 2) Weriy MWeedee see stely 
may require lower tier municipalities in order to 
retain the vital element of accessibility, 

SeOD Ula wlOnpimota bub OneWi tii nmuney proposed gregrone= 
the degree of concentration of population will be 
aneiNportantractornei1n determining =thesform of the 
Regional Government structure, 

-Distribution of fiscal resources - these may well 
determine whether it is possible to have financially 
Viable wlower tierwunits, 

SEtvic te deanGmsOc hom CO” Ld Dl yea mecebange. Onaii lo ya 

WakiewaSriver., OniculbturalWand=lingulsticydit ferences 

in a region, may lead to a decision to have two tiers 
in order to provide effective services and to preserve 
existing social communities in a region. 

These, together with local attitudes, Mr. Speaker, are 

the things we shall take into account when deciding whether a 

particular area will have one or two-tier Regional Government. 

Dice eCacSemewl 1 COmanoOLicmEepOllterone interna lesLrYuctcurer 
If we are to have two-tier systems in parts of Ontario, how is 

EPiemiotals package of municipal “functions to ybe distributed 
between the Regional and Local municipalities? There will, of 
course, be some variation among Regions, but in general we 
accept the distribution of functions recommended by the Ontario 
Committee on Taxation and endorsed by the recent Select Committee. 

Before we discuss the'imatter of representation, it 
Tages bemuscerulwatethesepoint soslist briefly =sthose ‘functions 
where we see the new Regional Governments as having paramount or 

complete jurisdiction. 

BEODETY. Assessment 

TO ensure uniformity of the tax base, assessment can be 

administered most efficiently when covering a large number of properties. 



Taxation 3illing and Collection 

Tax Billing is closely tied to assessment in a procedural sense. 

Tax collection could be Regional or Local; we can see no overwhelming 

argument favouring either tier. 

7 
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Capital Borrowing 

This must be a Regional responsibility for several reasons, including 
the desirability of pooling credit and the need for a unified long-range 

capital plan. 

Planning 

In the two-tier system there is a division of responsibility for 
various public services. 

There will also be a division of responsibility for the preparation 
and implementation of planning policy within the region. The Regional 
Municipality will be responsible for the broad, overall physical and 
economic framework for regional growth, and for the planning of those 
facilities under their direct jurisdiction. Within this general frame- 
work the local municipality will prepare more detailed plans. 

The local plans prepared will be consistent with and complementary 
to the development policies expressed in the broader plans of the 
Regional Municipality. 

In turn these plans must be consistent with and support the policies 
enunciated from time to time in the Province's Regional Development 
program. 

To this end, my Department is working closely with the Department 
of Treasury and Economics. 

Police and Fire Protection 

We agree with the Ontario Committee on Taxation that this could be 
either a local function or shared between the local and Regional Munici- 
palities. Police protection, preferably, will be on a Regional basis. 

Arterial Roads 

Roads and related traffic control designed to provide service to 
the entire region must be under Regional jurisdiction. 

Transit 

We agree with the Smith Committee and the Select Committee that the 
planning for public transit must be integrated with the planning for the 
entire region. To this extent the Regional Government must be involved 
in the transit function. Whether the actual operation of a transit system 
is a Regional or Localized responsibility will vary. 

eo 
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Sewage and Garbage Collection and Disposal 

These two functions lend themselves to a sharing of responsibilities 
between tiers. The lower-tier municipalities are appropriate for the 
initial collection of sewage and garbage, while the region is best suited 
to provide the necessary large centralized disposal and sewage treatment 
plants. 

Water Supply and Distribution 

Water intake and purification, and primary trunk distribution are 
large-scale operations which should be at the regional level. On the 
other hand, secondary distribution could be a lower-tier function. 

Health and Welfare 

We are now moving towards larger units of local administration for 
these functions through Regional Health Units, County Welfare Units and 
District Welfare Administration Boards. This is happening because these 
functions require a large population base in order to provide the complex 
specialized services our society demands. For this reason, I visualize 
health and welfare as Regional Government functions. In addition, to 
the extent that municipalities participate in the planning and financing 
of hospitals, this is also a legitimate Regional responsibility. 

Conservation 

Tt may prove impossible to integrate the conservation authorities 
completely within a Regional Government System. The problem is that 
conservation authorities must use watershed boundaries reflecting their 
very specialized role. 

If a conservation authority is entirely within a Regional Government 
we might consider the possibility of making the authority directly 
responsible to the Regional Government Council, or perhaps making the 
authority a special committee of council. 

If,as will often be the case, the conservation authority has boun- 
daries covering all or parts of two or more Regional Governments, muni- 
cipal representation on the conservation authority governing body, 
perhaps, should be from the Regional Government. 

Parks 

Parks should be a shared function with the Regional Municivality 
having jurisdiction over parks serving the whole region. 

We visualize all other functions remaining at the local tier in any 
two-tier Regional Government. 
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One further point remains to be noted in our discussion 
of the internal structure of the new Regional Governments. As 

these Governments are formed, we will adopt a vigorous policy 
of strengthening the municipal councils by removing powers from 
existing special-purpose bodies and turning these powers over 
to the™Reqional o~ Local munver palin: 

Examples of the fields we have in mind for a more 
direct role by the municipality are -- parks, recreation, planning 
and community centres. These functions could be carried out 
effectively by committees of council, perhaps including appointed 
citizens, and would be dinectly accountable to the council on aul 
Matters of policy 7sincluding wainances. 

REPRESENTATION 

The fourth subject. Tl owish tometer. tominedescribing 
our concept of Regional Government is representation. The new 
Regional Government councils will be the most important policy- 
making bodies in local government, indeed, second only to this 

House: 

There is no doubt in my mind that the only acceptable 
principle today is representation by population. se liericmpas ta, acme 
principle of "Rep-by-Pop" has been honoured in theory and violated 
in practice by all levels of Government. However, we have seen 
recently a significant movement toward recognition of this concept 
both in this House and in the Federal Parliament. We expect a 
Similar movement at the municipal level as Regional Governments 
are organized. 

Teaccept the validity ofsthewdroumen cach cee istidsa 
ridings with fewer voters than urban ridings must be assured of 
adequate representation. However, I must emphasize that in our 
Regional Government system we will place a high priority ona 
system of representation giving all residents a reasonably equal 
voice in regional decisions. 

Another aspect of representation deals with the special 
problems of a two-tier regional system. Two methods of selecting 
Regional Council Members can @besused:— Sen cyeiiaveeb cmcinE Ce tay, 
elected to the Regional Council, or they may be indirectly elected 
by becoming elected members yor) owererteueUn tt omaAnce ric lmbecing 
designated to sit on the Regional Council. Members will note 
thatthe present county, System silage rig ome NC Mh Cciamo NCCE. 

I must say, in all frankness, that we do not know at 

this time which system is superior. Convincing arguments have 
been advanced for both forms of election. In view of this we 
hope to experiment with two-tier Regional Governments embodying 
both principles in order to see which form does, in fact, work 
better. 

These, then, are the major elements we hope to see in @ 
our Regional Government System. To summarize, we are working 
towards Regional Governments which will embody the following 
characteristics s. 
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One: A regional size which balances accessibility and the 
efficient provision of services. A minimum regional population 
Omen Loner a, COO srOmeO0; 000 and ert pewo-tier, sa minimum Local 

PSone Clone bet coms cs 00 0 tor) 0,0 0.0r 

Two: The region will cover both the urban community and the 
rural hinterland with which it shares economic, social and 

physical services. 

Three: Regions may be one or two-tiered, depending on local 
circumstances. 

Bourn : If two-tiered, the regional level will have many 
significant responsibilities including assessment, planning, 
arterial roads, health and welfare. 

Five: Municipal councils will be strengthened by removing 
the powers from many special-purpose bodies and turning 
these powers over to Regional or Local Municipal Councils. 

Sa x Regional Government representation will be based on 
population: 

Seven: In the two-tier regions, Regional Council representatives 
may sbe "directly or indirectly elected. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

I come now, Mr. Speaker, to the second major field I wish 

to discuss -- how we propose to implement our Regional Government 
Progra . 

As stated by the Prime Minister earlier, we do not propose 
the uniform establishment of Regional Government at the same time 
(mmo ares,OfeOntario. Pf should point out that this is where 
we part company with both the Ontario Committee on Taxation and 
the Select Committee, which recommended the establishment of a 

firm inflexible schedule leading to full implementation of 
Regional Government by a fixed target date. 

Our approach is somewhat different although the result -- full 
Regional Government -- will be the same. We do not propose to tie 
ourselves down to a fixed target date, -- for three very basic 
reasons. 

Pirstely, we do notibelieve thatvall areas in Ontario are in 
equal need of immediate Regional Government. The critical areas 
are those where local government institutions are not responding 
to existing or anticipated change. The reasons for this non- 
responsiveness are inherent in the structure, and are beyond the 

ingluence of any one municipality acting alone. 

ihe symptoms of «this critical stage may take one of many 
EOrmemsucheas: increasing fiscal difficulties, a retardation of 
necessary growth, or a decline in the level of municipal services. 
ineceneralss these areas tend to be in the urban and urbanizing 

parts of southern Ontario. 
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We will establish Regional Governments on a problem-area priority 
basis, concentrating our attention) on) theserpartssoreOntario where the 
Situation is most serious. 

The second reason for not accepting an inflexible deadline is that 
we do not yet have sufficient trained and experienced personnel to 
cover all Ontario. We see the importance of concentrating our talents 

in those areas where the need for change is greatest. 

The third reason for not accepting a fixed target date for full 
implementation is probably the most important of all. One of the 
cardinal principles we are following during implementation is the mean- 
ingful involvement of the local communities. Our desire for local 
participation is such that we will, in some cases, endure delays in the 
establishing process in order to give local opinion time to form and 
express itself. 

While this will not become an excuse for inaction, it does mean 

that we should not begin the process by setting inflexible target dates 
which will inhibit or could even prevent the local* participation we ala 
want. 

I cannot overemphasize the importance of the role to be played 

by local communities -- and by the Honourable Members on both sides 
of this House. In avery real sense, the entire program of Regional 
Government will fail if the people in the region are not convinced of 
the program's merits. These are the people who will have to live with 
and run the Regions once they are established. 

To repeat then: In scheduling implementation of Regional Government, 

our approach is to concentrate on priority areas with the objective of 
making Regional Government universal in the shortest possible time. 

In general, the procedure we propose to use is very close to that 
recommended by the Select Committee. It will be a four-stage process 
in most cases:= 

Stage One: Discussion and consultation between the Province and 
municipalities in a Region. This may take the form of a 
joint study, a series of joint meetings, a local or a 
provincially directed study. in many respects, this =sitage 
will be similar to the Local Government Review concept with 
whichwe are familiar. 

Stage Two: Preparation of jayspecd ficeproposalaby@the Province whic 
I will formally present to the municipalities in the Region. 

Stage Three:_ The development ofea Einaleproposalmandgdrattelequsta tiae 
based on reactions to the proposals in stage two. 

Seis! Iualives Presentation of legislation to this House, passage, and 
establishment of the Regional Government. 
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There will be great variations on how this approach is used throughout the Province, so the Honourable members should not be Surprised when the process appears in some cases to become tele- scoped or elongated. 

At this point Mr. Speaker, I would like to outline those areas where we are now concentrating our attention and indicate some of the concrete steps we propose to take over the next two years. 

I should make one point:here:- In what follows I shall be referring to areas by naming» countres. #9 in dorng this ido not wish to leave the impression that the existing county boundaries are to be used in all cases for Regional Government DUBDOSCS AL this time boundaries are not fixed. 

AS I said recently to the Association of OntarilorGountwes! eeegqronal Government |...,, will probably involve many departures from the existing set of county boundaries .... in some instances the existing county boundaries may represent a logical regional unit, but this may prove to be the exception rather than the rule". 

Niagara Region 

In the Niagara Region, covering the present Counties of fanecoln and Welland, a comprehensive Local Government Review was completed over two years ago. We have now finished our SUC =O the review and are preparing a concrete proposal to present to chesmunicipalities in the area. I will be Makingeehismoresentation in January and legislation creating Regional Government in the 
area will be introduced during the course of this session. 

Ottawa-Carleton 

As the Honourable Members are aware, legislation was intro- duced earlier this year to establish the Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton. This legislation becomes fully effective on January First, 1969. The Regional Municipality comprises the 
County of Carleton, Cities of Ottawa and Eastview and the adjoin- ing Township of Cumberland. 

Metro Toronto 

The area on the three sides of Metropolitan Toronto is 
probably the key area of the Province in terms of the need for Changes in the structure of Local Government. 
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To the East of Metro I have arranged an early meeting with represen- 

tatives from municipalities in Ontario County and the extreme western 

portion of Durham County. Within twelve months I hope to be able to 

present specific proposals on Regional Government to the municipalities 

in that area. An important planning and development study has begun in 

Ontario Gounty. Isexpect that theidatavgenerarcos romethis study will 

be most useful in the framing of Regional Government Proposals. 

On the West Side of Metro, a local government review was completed 

in 1966. Evaluation of this review has led me to the conclusion that 

the recommendations embody a concept of Regional Government with which 

we cannot agree. In part, we reached this conclusion because the review 

Visualized a distinct separation of therarea tn tomonesurbans ands one 

lacgely ruralsregqvon. plNissi snot ils accoLdawi Ligon principle Ob itm 

urban-centred region covering both urban and rural areas. 

In addition, the virtually unanimous rejection of the review 

recommendations by local opinion was a factor in our decision. We have 

now had preliminary discussions with Peel County of their proposal for 

a Regional Government, and I intend to have similar discussions shortly 

with Halton County. 

Atsthis stage df is not clear whether @thercuw i Te oesorewoma 

Regional Governments in the area, although I believe that in the long 

run one region will prove to be a better solution. In any case, I hope 

to be able to present specific proposals “in this area within thesia 

few months. The timing of these proposals is contingent upon the com-— 

pletion of the Hamilton-Wentworth Local Government Review which includes 

thes Town of Bunlangton, (nowsepant mo. elalbongvounrys 

North of Metro there has been much public discussion about Regional 

Government for York County. I have had several meetings with various 

groups in this area and hope to enter into discussions with municipalg. 

ties within the next two months. It appears that we may be in a position 

to make a proposal for Regional Government North of Metro in 1969. 

I should note that our discussions with, municipalities on thewowe. 

sides of Metro will be greatly aided by the work done through the 

Metropolitan Toronto and Region Transportation Study. Accurately 

described as the first example of truly regional {planning in Canada; 

MTARTS is proving valuable in establishing the developmental framework 

within which we can test our Regional Government proposals. 

There is an additional benefit as well. In other areas of Ontarmae 

we have had to start Regional Government studies with an extensive process 

of basic data gathering and interpretation, “Thieywrtll not be necesaag, 

in this area because of-MTARTS, .so*the whole schedule of Regional Govern> 

ment can be accelerated. 
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We have long recognized the desirability of inter-municipal 
co-operation in defining and solving problems common to a number of 
adjoining municipalities. During the past twenty years, with the 
advent of rapid urban growth and unprecedented mobility of people and 
goods, this co-operation is no longer merely desirable but absolutely 
necessary. im 

One of the techniques we have used in the past to facilitate 
co-operation between groups of municipalities in the Toronto Region 
and other areas of the Province has been the joint planning board. It 
has been criticized on the basis that few comprehensive plans have been 

Preacvecos-—stnis PF grant, but the inter—-municipal discussions which it 
has generated have been extremely influential in creating a favourable 
climate for planning, in developing an understanding of the "Region", 
and the urgency of looking at things on a broader scale than the single 
Muon Lcipa lity. 

It must be understood that it never was considered to be the 
final answer in handling problems of common interest to several munici- 
palities but rather an intermediate step to be used until we were able 
to rationalize local government in the Province. 

The establishment of Regional Government units with the resulting 
new relationship between local municipalities, will permit many joint 
planning boards to be eliminated because their raison d'étre will have 
disappeared. Many other boards will have their boundaries adjusted to 
coincide with the boundaries of the new Regional Municipalities. 

The common boundaries of the planning area and the area of 
Regional Government jurisdiction will permit delegation of a number 
Domeuooiwiniceapproval Lunctions to the “Regional Authority, Such dele- 
gation will occur when we are assured that the Regional Authority has 
formulated development policies expressed in an official plan under The 
Planning Act. 

It is my expectation that, following the establishment of Regional 
Municipalities around Metro Toronto, the present boundaries of the 
Metromloroncto Planning Area will be revised to bring about an exact 
relationship with Regional Government boundaries. When Metro Toronto 
Dringsetorward an official plan, this will permit ‘the delegation of 
certain planning powers which Metro does not presently enjoy. 

I expect to enter into discussions with Metropolitan Toronto on 
these matters within the next two months. 

Hamilton-Wentworth 

Regional Government for the Hamilton-Wentworth area is now under 
study by a local government review commission. The commissioners expect 
to hold public hearings early in the new year and to report to me within 
Sisgetcomcigdncemontns. Following this report, I shall hold: discussions 
with the municipalities in the area and then present them with a specific 
Proposal. One of the first decisions which must be made is whether 
Burlington should be part of a Peel-Halton Region or part of the Hamilton- 

Wentworth Region. 
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Waterloo Area 

Another detailed study which we expect to receive shortly 
is the final Waterloo Area Local Government Review. Within six 
months I hope to be able to offer a Regional Government proposal 
to this area. We should be in a position to present legislation 
to this House wrthinstwelvesto=Louncecnemonens. 

Brant Area 

Intensive local and Provincial-local discussions are now 
taking spp lacesinesthe BrantyGountyr Areca. se inmoUmscCUSCUScHOnG, ar 
have suggested that the possibility of a larger Regional unit 
should be considered. 

Norfolk-Haldimand 

A detailed study of planning in Haldimand and Norfolk is 
now beginning, prompted in part by new industrial development 
in that area. “The results of this studyemay well point tora 
need for a larger Regional Government. 

Northern Ontario 

The question of Regional Government in Northern Ontario 
poses special problems because of the dispersion of population 
and the primary resource base of the Northern Economy. We are 
devoting particular attention to Municipal Government reform in 
ERhateatea. 

In September the Prime Minister announced the formation of 
a special committee to report on the issue of how Regional Govern- 
ment could be introduced in Northern Ontario. The terms of 
reference are troad. Some of the guestions the committee will 
be examining are:- 

-What structural form should Local Government reform. take 

LNmtie, Noreh? 

—Is tt feasible to adopt e the spropesalsgonmeacies Ontario 
Committee, on Taxation for econtract municipal tresmin 
areas where Regional Government is not possible? 

-Is the Lakehead Local Government Review proposal, for a 
District Regional Government with limited powers, appli- 
cable in that and other areas of the North. 

-What special provision must be made for municipal services 
in unorganized areas? 
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The committee is now at work and has been asked to 

Bevo em oye Ulver), L969 tOsaspecial committee of Cabinet. Until 
receiving and studying this report I do not intend to make any 
Regional Government policy proposals of general application to 
Northern Ontario. 

In the interim, however, we do propose to proceed 
with a Local Government Reform Program in three Northern areas. 

The Lakehead Area 

On Monday, November 25th, I announced our intention to 
proceed with the amalgamation of the Cities of Fort William and 
PO@uenwmchur, and parts Of “the Townships of Neebing and Shuniah. 
I intend to introduce legislation implementing this decision as 
SGOnmasmDOSsible un Lhis session. Prior to the introduction .of 
this legislation I shall go to the Lakehead in January with 
epeeimlcspuOpOSals: arising from our discussions with the local 
inter-municipal committee and from studies in my Department. 
The regional aspects of the Lakehead Local Government Review are 
part of the terms of reference of the Committee on Local 
Government in Northern Ontario, and no decision will be made on 

this aspect until after the report of the committee. 

Maskoka DLStrict 

A Local Government Review iS now underway in the Muskoka 
District. A preliminary report has been made and I expect a 
MimalmeccpoOntin carly 1969. "It all” goes well, I should be able 
to introduce legislation for reform of Local Government in Muskoka 
GuUBINngG=thise Session: 

Sudbury Area 

Finally, the question of Local Government Reform in 
ERomoUC DU nye nnea Nacmbeen FOCCUDyYangamuCchw OL my valtentton seecently 
Several local hearings on regional matters have already been 

held by the Sudbury Municipal Association, and the Nickel Basin 
Planning Board assisted in the preparation of the Nickel Basin 
Peenianogmocudy completed an early 1967 . 

The province has now decided to proceed with Regional 
SOvernmene in this area ‘on a priority basis: Asa first-step 
I have asked the Chairman of the Ontario Municipal Board, 
Mia Awe Kenneay, OG.) under Section 45¥ofeThe Ontario Municipal 
Board Act, to undertake a detailed study of Local Government in 
thewsudbury Area and to’ report his findings to me in six to 
MrnemiiGn cisty Hesnas agreed to do this and will began his ‘task 

immediately. 
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I have offered Mr. Kennedy full access to the staff 
and information of my Department, and I know that municipalities 
in the Sudbury -arearwilivwact ingvassimi lamegias vot meat Mie 
Kennedy's broad background in the field of Local Government, I 
am sure that he will provide me with valuable guidance in 
determining the shape and nature of Regional Government in the 
Sudbury Area. 

We are now working with Mr. Kennedy on the terms of 
reference for his study and I hope to make a further announcement 
in a few days outlining the the physical area and the precise 
questions to be considered. 

I shall be announcing specific proposals in other areas 
duming the, course of the program.) D.thinkiycuswisieagrece alin 
Speaker, that the implementation schedule I have outlined is 
more than enough to keep us busy, in vthe short-run at eleace. 

Closely related to the program of Regional Government 
is our program to encourage the consolidation of existing 
municipal units.» Mosty local» municipadities*are now manmnoc 
small to be viable units of local government even at the lower 

tier of a Regional System. For example, I mentioned before 
that the minimum acceptable population for a lower-tier municipality 
ASsieeromes O00 tos, 107 00G. 

At the moment ninety percent of our municipalities are 
below this minimum figure, and 270 have a population of less than 
1000: “The medvan population GE vanyOntento me oca Mamuna cr pala cy. 
is only 1,775... The effects of such a Limited) population baserane 
shown when we consider that one in three of our local municipalities 
spends less than $100,000 annually on municipal programs. This 
small size and the restricted fiscal base means that with, or even 

without Regional Government in an area, we must pursue a vigorous 
policy ofsmunreipalseconsolvde tag. 

As ma Tirst step, 2 have, orderecdvangsingtimys 11to atie 
structure, organization, and methods of operation of all the 
municipalities of Ontario, and I shall invoke Section 25a0f The 
Municipal Act. This means that all proposed changes in municipal 
boundaries such as annexations or amalgamations which are submitted 
to the Ontario Municipal Board will now be referred to my Department 
for study. We will examine each proposal to see if it is in 
agreement with our Regional Program and results in the creation 
of more viable municipal units. Only when we are satisfied on 
these grounds will such applications proceed through the Ontario 
Munieipal Board 
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PMcsnouldwa  SOmadcmthatetnescreation of Larger more 
viable units through municipal consolidation will greatly simplify 
one problem we face in the new two-tier regions. Earlier, I 
referred to the principle of representation by population as an 
essential ingredient of Regional Government. With consolidation 
at the local level, there will be greater uniformity in population 
among lower-tier units, and it will be much easier to have equitable 

representation at the Regional level. 

As the Prime Minister noted in his statement, the 
primary responsibility for the Regional Government program will 
PesrmWwitie tie Minwster of Municipal Affatrs. in» doing Chis, I 
will be working very closely with the Policy Development Committee 
of Cabinet. 

I have asked the Municipal Research Branch to assume 
day-to-day responsibility for Regional Government studies and 
implementation. The Municipal Research Branch will, of course, 
be working in very close liaison with the other Branches of my 
Department and with other Departments. This is a program which, 
by its very nature, cuts across Branch and Departmental lines 
and can only succeed with the understanding and co-operation of 
all Departments of Government. 

Mr. Speaker, I have outlined in some detail our plans 
for the necessary changes in the Municipal System of Ontario. 
These changes are fundamental to the future well-being of Local 

Government, and thus to the social and economic health of the 

whole Province. 

To bring these plans to their ultimate success will 
require the deep involvement not only of every Honourable Member 
of this House, but of every responsible human being within the 
poundarres of Ontario. 

haw i le cakeamuch dedication sltOnperrorms these tasks, 
but I fervently believe, Mr. Speaker, that this day will stand 
out as a great landmark in the perspective of municipal history. 
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